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Words that appear as constrained subsequences in a text-string are considered as possible
indicators of the host string structure, hence also as a possible means of sequence
comparison and classification. The constraint consists of imposing a bound on the number
ω of positions in the text that may intervene between any two consecutive characters
of a subsequence. A subset of such ω-sequences is then characterized that consists, in
intuitive terms, of sequences that could not be enriched with more characters without
losing some occurrence in the text. A compact spatial representation is then proposed for
these representative sequences, within which a number of parameters can be defined and
measured. In the final part of the paper, such parameters are empirically analyzed on a
small collection of text-strings endowed with various degrees of structure.
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1. Introduction
Many approaches have been developed and tested over the years in an attempt at capturing the structure embodied in
artifacts and natural objects alike. Despite these efforts, we still lackmeasures andmeters to define and appraise this elusive
attribute.
For multiple reasons, strings of characters over an alphabet offer a congenial habitat to the quantitative analysis of
structure. However, even this drastic restriction does not make the quest easier. The recent 50th anniversary issue of the
Journal of the ACM opens with an essay by Frederick P. Brooks Jr. entitled ‘‘Three Great Challenges for Half Century Old
Computer Science’’. The author gives a list of outstanding problems. Problem Number 1 is described as follows [1]:
Shannon and Weaver performed an inestimable service by giving us a definition of information and a metric for
information as communicated from place to place . . . . We have no theory however that gives us a metric for the
information embodied in structure. . . . I consider thismissingmetric to be themost fundamental gap in the theoretical
underpinning of information and computer science. A young information theory scholar willing to spend years on a
deeply fundamental problem need look no further.
Not surprisingly, Brooks points to biological sequences as the ideal test-bed for this endeavor: in biology, the transition
to the molecular level has made centerpiece of the principle that form – interpreted as purely syntactic organization
– dictates function. In fact, measures of structure for bio-sequences abound in the literature as they are often inspired
by the detection of subtle motifs and signals of significance, or by the assessment of sequence similarity and distances.
Typically, these measures are based on the composition of sub-word, i.e., blocks of consecutive text characters, in ways that
variously combine statistical distributions with linguistic or compressibility measures more akin to Kolmogorov’s notion of
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complexity [2], such as those based on the vocabulary of a string [3] that preside over popular data compression methods.
We refer to [4–7] for a small recent sampler of these ideas.
In this paper, we attempt an analysis of the structural complexity of sequences based on the population of their
subsequences rather than of their substrings. In contrast to the case of substrings, one difficulty when dealing with
subsequences is that their number escalates quite rapidly, and just as rapidly saturates the space of possible conformations
thereby turning the whole quest into a vacuous endeavor. We must look thus for words that appear as a constrained
subsequence of the subject sequence. Our constraint consists of bounding the hiatus or intervalω between the text positions
thatmay elapse between any two consecutive characters in one of our subsequences. Examples of such regularities abound in
biological sequences, so that the present studymaybe considered as inspired by that domain even though it is not specifically
directed at it. For instance, the type II domain of fibronectin (a plasma protein),may be expressed in the syntax of generalized
regular patterns as:
C ? (2) PF ? (1) g1 ? (7) C ? (8, 10) WC ? (4) g2g3 ? (3, 5) g3 ? (1) g1 C
where Γ = {g1, g2, g3}, L(g1) = {F, Y, W, I}, L(g2) = {D, N, S, R} and L(g3) = {F, Y, W}. Additional examples ofω-sequences
arise in the context of system security and more in general in anomaly detection (see, e.g., [8]).
With reference to the set of all starting positions of occurrences of one such ω-sequence, we proceed to characterize
a subset containing subsequences that are extremal in the sense that they could not be enriched with more characters
without losing some of those occurrences. This is done in Section 3, where we also embed ω-sequences in a natural spatial
representation called ω-suffix space, such that all ω-sequences sharing the same set of starting positions are described by
paths terminating at some point in a subspace of that space. Even for small values of ω, the number of ω-sequences can
be exponential in the length of the host string. In Section 4, we propose an implicit representation taking quadratic space
for finite alphabets. Finally, we consider a number of parameters that can be defined and measured in an ω-suffix space. In
the final section of the paper, such parameters are empirically analyzed on a small collection of text-strings endowed with
various degrees of structure.
2. Preliminaries
Given a string s of characters from an alphabetΣ , a subsequence of s is any string v that can be obtained by removing from
s one or more, not necessarily consecutive characters. An occurrence of v in s is specified by a list of positions of smatching
the characters of v consecutively. The positions of s that correspond to the first (respectively, last) character of v form the left
(respectively, right) list of v, denoted byLv = {l1, l2, . . . , lL} (respectively,Rv = {l1, l2, . . . , lR}). Anω-occurrence of v in s is
an occurrence such that less thanω positions of s elapse between any two consecutive characters of v. For any given entry of
the left list, each substring of s containing anω-occurrence of v is anω-realization of v, and theω-occurrence corresponding
to the sequence of lexicographically smallest positions is called greedy.
Given an ω-occurrence i = 〈i1, i2, . . . , ik〉 of v in s, the window of i is the wordwi = s[ik + 1 . . . ik + ω]. We extend s by
the segment s[|s| + 1 . . . |s| + ω] filled with the extra character $ /∈ Σ , so that every ω-occurrence has a window. For any
position j of s, the setHj of windows of the ω-occurrences of v starting at j is called the horizon of v at j. The windows of all
ω-occurrences of v in s form the panorama Pv of v in s. We say that symbol a ∈ Σ ∪ {$} is visible in Pv if there is at least
one horizonHj ∈ Pv containing it.
Ifω = 1, each horizon contains only one window and the panorama cannot contain more than |Σ |+1 windows in total.
To examine a more elaborate case, let
ω = 3, s = ACCDADACBD$$$, v = ADAD, w = ACD.
Word v has ω-occurrences: i1 = 〈1, 4, 5, 6〉, i2 = 〈1, 4, 7, 10〉 and i3 = 〈5, 6, 7, 10〉. Word w has ω-occurrences:
j1 = 〈1, 2, 4〉, j2 = 〈1, 3, 4〉, j3 = 〈1, 3, 6〉, j4 = 〈5, 8, 10〉 and j5 = 〈7, 8, 10〉. Therefore, Lv = {1, 5}, Lw = {1, 5, 7},
Rv = {6, 10} andRw = {4, 6, 10}. Word v has panoramaPv = {ACB, $$$}, in particular,H1 = {ACB, $$$} andH5 = {$$$}.
Word w has panorama Pw = {ADA, ACB, $$$} withH1 = {ADA, ACB},H5 = {$$$},H7 = {$$$}. The greedy ω-occurrences
of v are i1 and i3, those ofw are j1, j4 and j5.
Note that the number ofω-occurrences of subsequences of length k occurring at the same starting position in s isO(ωk−1),
and the maximum number of ω-occurrences of a specific subsequence v in s is O(ω|v|−1 · |s|). This upper bound is tight,
being attained by the pair s = A|s|, v = A|v|. The maximum number of distinct subsequences of length k that ω-occur
in s is O(min(|Σ |k, |s| · ωk−1)); this bound is attained by Σ = {A, B, C, D}, s = (ABCD)N , ω = 4, N  k. The number
of greedy ω-occurrences of a specific subsequence v in s is O(|s|), and the maximum number of greedy ω-occurrences of
subsequences of length k that start at the same position in s is O(min(|Σ |, ω)k−1). For ease of notation, from now on we
will use ‘‘occurrence’’ to mean an ω-occurrence, and will indicate the value of ω by appending ω replicas of ‘‘$’’ at the end
of string s. We now define some equivalence relations on subsequences.
Definition 1 (Left Equivalence). Two subsequences v andw are left equivalent, denoted v ≡l w, ifLv = Lw .
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We stipulate that strings never occurring in s are assigned to the class characterized by the empty list. We also assign
the left list {1, 2, . . . , |s|, |s| + 1} to the empty word ε and the left list {|s| + 1} to v = $. With this proviso, the equivalence
relation≡l introduced on text s is a partition of {Σ∗ ∪ {$}}, containing at most
|s|∑
k=1
(|s|
k
)
+ 3 = 2|s| + 2
left-equivalence classes. The right-equivalence relation ≡r and its corresponding classes are defined symmetrically. The
following properties are immediate from the definitions.
Property 1. If v ≡r w, then Pv = Pw .
Property 2. The relation≡r is right-invariant, i.e., v ≡r w implies va ≡r wa ∀ a ∈ Σ ∪ {$}.
Note that v and w can have the same panorama even though they do not have the same number of occurrences in s,
and that Pv = Pw may occur even if the relation v ≡r w does not hold: for example, in s = ADCACBDCAC$$ we have
PAD = PBD = {CAC} even if AD and BD are not right-equivalent.
Definition 2 (Implication). We say that w implicates or induces v on s if for every occurrence i1 = 〈i11, i12, . . . , i1k〉 of w
there is also an occurrence i2 = 〈i21, i22, . . . , i2l〉 of v such that (i11 = i21) ∧ (i1k = i2l).
Clearly, implication is not symmetric, e.g., with s = ACABDDD$$$, v = ABD and w = ACD, we have that w implicates v
even though v does not implicatew.
Definition 3 (Equivalence). Two subsequences v andw of s are equivalent, denoted v ≡ w, if they implicate one another.
Lemma 1. If v ≡ w, then Pv = Pw; moreover, v andw have the same horizon structure.
Proof. If v ≡ w then v ≡r w, hence Pv = Pw . For a generic i, consider the set Ii of the occurrences of v starting at i: the
occurrences ofw that also start at i are precisely the occurrences implicating the occurrences of Ii, thereforew has a horizon
at i that coincides with the one of v. ♦
Lemma 2. The equivalence relation≡ is right-invariant.
Proof. It is immediate that the generic occurrence of wa in s is implicated by at least one occurrence of va, and vice versa.
Hence, v ≡ w implies va ≡ wa ∀ a ∈ Σ . ♦
Note that v ≡ w ⇒ (Lv = Lw) ∧ (Rv = Rw), but the converse is not true. Consider the example
s = ACADCADCADCD$$$, v = AD, w = ACD, where Lv = Lw = {1, 3, 6, 9} and Rv = Rw = {4, 7, 10, 12}: occurrence
i1 = 〈6, 7〉 of v does not have a corresponding occurrence of w starting at position 6 and ending at position 7, and the
occurrence i2 = 〈6, 8, 10〉ofw does not have a corresponding occurrence ofv starting at position 6 and ending at position 10.
3. Special subsequences and the ω-suffix space
It is of interest to single out the subsequences of s that cannot be expanded without losing support, i.e., their number
of ω-occurrences in s. The following definitions, borrowing some terminology from [9], may be considered as extending to
subsequences a treatment of substring equivalence given in [10].
Definition 4 (Special Subsequence). A string v ∈ Σ∗ occurring in s starting at positions inLv 6= ∅ is a special subsequence if
Lva ⊂ Lv for every symbol a ∈ Σ∪{$} visible fromPv . String v is a non-special subsequence if there is a symbol a ∈ Σ∪{$}
visible from Pv such thatLva = Lv .
Note that, according to this definition, ε is a special subsequence. Special subsequences have the following properties.
Property 3. Let i1, i2, . . . , iN be the starting positions of v in s. Then v is a special subsequence if and only if there are two starting
positions ih and ik such that no window inHih shares a symbol with a window inHik .
Property 4. If av is a special subsequence and a ∈ Σ , then the suffix v of av is a special subsequence.
Property 5. If v is a special subsequence, then such is also anyw ≡ v.
Following is the dual notion of that of a special sequence.
Definition 5 (Antispecial Subsequence). A subsequence v of s is antispecial if any extension va of v in s, a ∈ Σ ∪ {$}, results
in va ≡l v.
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Therefore, a subsequence is antispecial if and only if every symbol with which it can be extended in s appears in every
horizon. Notice that a subsequence v that is extensible in s in only one way, or such that |Lv| = 1, is necessarily antispecial,
but an antispecial subsequence can have any support in general. It is also easy to observe that the extensions of an antispecial
subsequence, its prefixes and its suffixes are not necessarily antispecial. Finally, it is easy to see that if v is antispecial, then
every sequencew ≡ v is antispecial, too.
The definition of special sequence embodies a criterion to build all the ≡l and ≡ classes of a string s. Assuming that all
the occurrences i1, i2, . . . , im of a sequence v in s have been found, we determine Lv = {i1, i2, . . . , ik} and then organize
the windows in groupsH1,H2, . . . ,Hk related to the same starting position of the occurrences: every symbol a ∈ Σ ∪ {$}
appearing in at least one window of the panorama Pv signals the occurrence of sequence va in s, that can be linked to v by
a directed arc labeled by a, establishing a parent–child relationship between the sequences. If symbol a appears in at least
one window of each group of v, then va ≡l v, otherwise va belongs to a new≡l class identified byLav ⊂ Lv . If no child of
v belongs to the same class as v, then v is a special sequence, and if va and wb, a 6= b ∈ Σ, v, w ∈ Σ∗, have the same left
and right lists, they belong to the same≡ class.
Like standard common subsequences, also those considered here are susceptible to a natural geometric representation.
Let i1, i2, . . . , im, m ≤ n = |s|, be the positions of symbol a ∈ Σ in s. Align the suffixes s[ij . . . |s|] ∀ 1 ≤ j ≤ m along the
m coordinate axes of a multidimensional grid, such that s[ij + k] occupies the kth position along coordinate ij. This space,
denoted Ψa(s), will be called the ω-suffix space of s induced by character a. With the convention that the origin matches any
character ofΣ , wemark amatching point (in what follows, often referred to simply as a point ormatch) in this space at every
cell x = [x1, x2, . . . , xm] 6= 0 of the grid such that, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ m, (s[xi] = b)∨ (xi = 0), b ∈ Σ . Next, we define a partial order
on the points by using a strict-dominance criterion:
x < y iff x1 < y1, x2 < y2, . . . , xm < ym.
In this partial order, a greedy ω-subsequence corresponds to a chain such that, for each pair of consecutive points x and
y we have xi < yi for i ∈ [1,m], and for no point z we have x < z < y. To connect all chains related to some greedy
ω-subsequences, we start at the origin and connect matches in succession under the ω constraint and in such a way that
whenever an arc is established between the points x and y, then for no point z we have x < z < y. Except for the fact that
here we direct the arcs from the lower point to the higher one, this process results in a partial Hasse diagram for the poset
[11], namely, the portion of the diagram that is compatible with the ω constraint. Still, there are greedy ω-subsequences
that are not captured in this process.
The simple construction that we now proceed to describe traces all the sequences that ω-occur greedily in s, resulting
in what constitutes an expansion of the constrained Hasse diagram above. The space Ψa(s) sets the natural stage also for
such a construction, which starts at point 1 = [1, 1, . . . , 1] and proceeds according to the following rule. Assume that, at
the generic iteration, we are at point x = [x1, x2, . . . , xn], and let yc1, yc2, . . . , ycn be the nearest matches of c ∈ Σ following
x in the partial order and falling within an interval of ω on every axis: in the next iteration, we move to all such points and
resume the process. Is it apparent that this construction explores only a subset of all matching points in Ψa(s), and that,
in a generic space with k dimensions, it proceeds monotonically within a hyperpyramid with vertex in point 1, axis along
the line passing through the points with equal coordinates, and edges identified by the k lines passing through the points
[1+ω, 2, 2, . . . , 2], [2, 1+ω, 2, . . . , 2], . . . , [2, 2, . . . , 1+ω] and through the vertex. This processmimics the construction
of a particular trie, reminiscent of the one in [12], and, for unboundedω, the resulting graph is seen to incorporate the Hasse
diagram of the poset of matches.
Let V be the set of the points in spaceΨa(s) that are visited by the procedure thatwas just described, and let A be the set of
the arcs, oriented and labeled by symbols ofΣ , that indicate the extensions of each point of V carried out by the procedure.
Graph Ga(s) = (V , A) is called the ω-suffix graph induced by symbol a on s.
Lemma 3. The points of Ga(s) represent all and only the classes of the equivalence relation≡ among the sequences starting by a
that ω-occur greedily in s.
Proof. Clearly, strings that share the same starting and ending positions in all their greedy occurrences in s are projected
to the same point of Ψa(s). That these points identify all the equivalence classes of the ≡ relation derives from the fact
that the procedure generates all the subsequences that ω-occur in a greedy way in s. Note that the left list of the class
associated to point x = [x1, x2, . . . , xk] is given by L = {i | xi 6= 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ k}, and that the right list is given by
R = {i+ xi | xi 6= 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ k}. ♦
Space Ψa(s)may have a very high number of dimensions, but it contains subspaces of smaller dimensionality:
Definition 6 (Subspace of Ψa(s)). Let i1, i2, . . . , im be the list of occurrences of symbol a in s. The subspace of Ψa(s) associated
with the distinct coordinates ij1 , ij2 , . . . , ijk , is the set of points in Ψa(s) having non-null values only along the coordinates
ij1 , ij2 , . . . , ijk .
Actually, strings belonging to the same class under≡l are projected to paths of Ga(s) ending at points located in the same
subspace of Ψa(s).
In particular, the classLa associated to point 1 is made up of points with exactlym non-null coordinates, the class formed
by the strings that never occur in s corresponds to the point 0 = [0, 0, . . . , 0] having zero non-null coordinates, and the
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transition from the string v of a class that comprises coordinate i to the string va of a class devoid of coordinate i corresponds
to the connection of the last point associated with the≡ class of v to a point with a null value along i. A special sequence is
associated to a path of the graph ending in a point x from which it is only possible to connect to points located in subspaces
with fewer dimensions than x; an antispecial sequence, on the other hand, corresponds to a path ending in a pointwwhich
is able to connect only to points with the same non-null coordinates as w. From this geometric interpretation it is seen
that speciality, antispeciality and the way in which the support is reduced by extension are properties common to all the
sequences belonging to the same equivalence class of relation≡, as was noted earlier.
4. Core equivalence classes
Even though graph Ga(s) visits an exponential number of points in a huge repertoire of subspaces, its structure exhibits a
high degree of redundancy: for instance, if two points have the same value along some coordinate xi (i.e., they lie in the same
hyperplane orthogonal to coordinate xi), their extension by every possible symbol leads to points that still have the same
value along coordinate xi. More generally, the points of Ga(s) lying in each subspace Sk with k < m dimensions belong to the
graph that our procedure would create if it were carried out within the sole subspace Sk. It is seen, however, that the entire
population of the classes of≡ can be described using only a limited number of representatives. The main reason for this is
the fact, that along each coordinate axis of Ψa(s) there is at least one point for each discrete value within that coordinate
range: we use this observation to derive a small subset of points with the property that the structure of all classes may be
derived from them.
Consider a map that assigns to every value k > 0 along every coordinate i of space Ψa(s) only one point x =
[x1, x2, . . . , xn] of graph Ga(s), such that the ith coordinate of x is equal to k. There are many ways to choose such points. To
fix the ideas, we will select the diagonalmap % such that, for any j 6= i, xj is the largest possible value not greater than k. The
points identified by % are called core points, and they form a set Ra = {x1, x2, . . . , xr}; the equivalence classes of relation≡
associated to these points are called core classes; the points (and the associated classes) that are not included in Ra are called
residual points.
Not surprisingly, core equivalence classes in topological order describe in a compact way the whole structure of Ga(s) ∀
a ∈ Σ , in that they are enough to retrieve all other points.
Theorem 1. The pair (Ra, Aa) formed by the core points and by the arcs individually leaving them in Ga(s) enable to reconstruct
the connection of any residual point, without knowledge of the original string s.
Proof. Let y = [y1, y2, . . . , ym] be the generic residual point. By assumption, we know the group formed by the not
necessarily distinct core points X = {x1, x2, . . . , xm}, such that yi = xii. Consider a symbol a ∈ Σ , and suppose that the arcs
labeled by a leaving each point of X lead, respectively, to the not necessarily distinct points Z = {z1, z2, . . . , zm}: each point
zi indicates the closest occurrence of a along coordinate i. Thus, collecting the individual values yields the match to which y
is to be connected under a transition labeled by a. ♦
By way of illustration, consider the example of Fig. 1: the residual point [4, 6] can be reconstructed by inspecting the
outbound connections of the core point [3, 3]. Because [4, 6] is residual, there are core points [4, 0] and [0, 6] that have the
same values as [4, 6], respectively along the horizontal and vertical axes. In particular, the extension of [4, 0] by symbol
B leads to point [5, 0], and the extension of [0, 6] by the same symbol leads to [0, 7]: therefore, it is necessary that the
extension of [4, 6] by B leads to point [5, 7]. The same procedure can be applied to predict the other points to which [4, 6]
connects using different symbols ofΣ .
Theorem1 guarantees that the knowledge of the core classes of equivalence relation≡, and of atmost |Σ | residual classes
for each of them, suffices to determine all the classes of relations≡ and≡l and all the sequences that belong to them; notice,
in particular, that we can reconstruct the listsL andR of each class of≡.
Theorem 2. The number of core classes induced by≡ on a string s is O(|Σ | · |s|2) andΩ(|s|). The graphs Ga(s) ∀ a ∈ Σ can be
recovered from O(|Σ |2 · |s|2) core points and arcs.
Proof. For arbitrary a ∈ Σ , every core point in Ga(s) is associated to at least one value along the ith coordinate: therefore,
we can assign a name to each of these points according to one of the values they are associated with by function %. There
are at most |s| names for each of the m coordinates: under the most restrictive hypothesis, each point will be associated
with only one value along one coordinate, whence the number of core points in Ga(s) cannot exceedm · |s|. Since this holds
for each a ∈ Σ , and m ≤ |s|, then the number of core classes cannot exceed |Σ | · |s|2. The lower bound follows from the
immediate observation that if a is the first character of s, then there is a path in (Ra, Aa) that spells out precisely s.
By Theorem 1, to reconstruct graph Ga(s) it suffices to know the |s|2 core points of space Ψa(s) and their outbound arcs.
Each such point has at most |Σ | outbound arcs, and the spaces to be considered are at most |Σ |. Hence the overall number
of points and arcs required to reconstruct all the graphs Ga(s) ∀ a ∈ Σ is O(|Σ |2 · |s|2). ♦
Clearly, the number of core points can be much lower than the upper bound if % chooses points associated each with
multiple values along many dimensions. It seems interesting that the upper bound to the number of core classes in the
theorem does not depend on ω, and in particular that it does not change while shifting ω from 1 to greater values. Actually,
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Fig. 1. Core points and residual points for a casewithω = 3. Core points and their outbound arcs are shown dark; residual points and part of their outbound
arcs have lighter hues.
when ω = 1, no point of Ga(s) is residual; because points correspond, in this case, to distinct substrings of s, the number
of core classes is still O(|Σ | · |s|2). This independence may surprise at first, since the complexity of the structure of the
classes presents a clear discontinuity at ω = 1. In fact, when ω = 1, the lists L of all child subspaces are partitions of the
L lists of their parent spaces, because each subspace is reachable, through a different symbol of the alphabet, from the sole
point associated with the special sequences of the parent space. On the other hand, when ω > 1, the increased width of
the window does not force any more the construction to either remain within a subspace or leave it, but it lets it exploit
both options by extension via multiple symbols. Therefore, the points associated with special sequences can be more than
one for each subspace, and the egress from a subspace can be possible also from points that are not associated with special
sequences. Consequently, it is not necessary for the lists L associated with each of the subspaces reachable from a space S
to be partitions of the listL of space S, but it suffices that they are subsets.
5. String analysis
It seems natural to ask inwhatways do suffix graphs expose information about the structure of the corresponding strings.
In particular, a basic question is whether any of their features can separate random and ordered strings, and thus be used as
complexity parameters in comparing and classifying host sequences. This section is devoted to an empirical excursion into
these issues. For clarity of exposition, we fixedΣ = {0, 1, . . . , 9}, and scan the strings from left to right. For uniformity, we
also fixed the length of all strings to be of 200 characters.
Recall that two key properties of a point in a suffix graph are its label and its dimensionality; henceforth, we will call
internal those arcs that connect points embedded in the same subspace, and external the arcs associated with extensions
that cause a loss of dimensionality; as for points, a key attribute of a point is the matching character that constitutes its
label. This suggests simple and natural measures for the structure of a suffix graph, which could be classified as follows.
• Measures on points — These include the total number of points (broken down into total number of special points,
antispecial points and normal points), and the total number of points having a given label and dimensionality (again
divided into special points, antispecial points and normal points).
• Measures on arcs—These consists of the total number of arcs (further partitioned into internal arcs and external arcs), the
number of internal arcs having a given label and lying in a subspace with a given number of dimensions, the number of
external arcs removing a given number of dimensions and having a given label, and the number of external arcs directed
from a subspace with d dimensions to a subspace with d′ < d dimensions.
• Associative measures—Associations among symbols are measured by counting the number of points having a given label
and a given fan-out, the number of points having both symbols a and b in their fan-out, the number of directed arcs from
symbol a to symbol b, and the number of external arcs having label b and departing from a point with label a.
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We cumulate each measure by taking the sum of its values over the suffix graphs induced by all symbols of the alphabet.
Also, since all strings have equal length there is no need for a normalization. Our dataset consists of 10 strings chosen to cover
different regions of the complexity spectrum: the first four are representative of simple regular structures; the following
three represent strings that may be considered variously random in so far as they pass some of the tests of randomness;
the next two are the truncations of normal strings that encode both syntactic and semantic regularities; and the last one
represents, without any pretense of universality, the vast repertoire of protein sequences. The individual descriptions of the
strings considered are as follows.
• Constant — The constant string (0)200.
• Periodic — The periodic string (0123456789)20.
• Block — The block string (•9i=0i5)4, where the circle denotes concatenation.• QPeriodic — A randomly produced quasiperiodic string, with quasiperiod 15374628091537. Recall that a string s is
called quasiperiodic [13] if there is a string w 6= s such that the occurrences of w in s completely cover s, that is if every
position in s belongs to at least one occurrence of the quasiperiodw of s. The string that we use here is built by iteratively
choosing, with equal probability, whether to concatenate the quasiperiod or to partially overlap it to the current prefix.
• Random — A string emitted by a pseudo-random source assigning equal probability to all symbols inΣ .
• pi — The truncation to the first 200 decimal digits of the irrational constant pi .
• φ — The truncation to the first 200 decimal digits of the golden ratio φ = (1+√5)/2.
• Champ—The truncation to the first 200 decimal digits of the Champernowne constant C10. Recall that the Champernowne
number Cb on base b is represented by concatenating to ‘‘0’’. the infinite string s consisting of the concatenation of the
base-b representations of the natural numbers, in increasing order. String s is disjunctive, i.e. it has a number of distinct
substrings of length i > 0 equal to bi. For particular choices of b (like 10) it is also normal, i.e. all strings of the same length
occur in s asymptotically with the same frequency: in this case, the probability of finding a stringw in a given portion of
s equals what we would expect in a random string.
• Erdos — The truncation to the first 200 decimal digits of the Copeland-Erdös constant. Recall that this number is
represented by concatenating to ‘‘0’’ the base-10 representations of all prime numbers, in increasing order. This number
is normal and, therefore, disjunctive.
• Protein — The primary sequence of a single-strand binding protein from Clostridium botulinum (entry ACA57568 in
the NCBI database). The alphabet has been reduced from 20 to 10 symbols by recoding each amino acid according to
its Lifson–Sander value [14] that measures conformational preference for parallel beta-strand secondary structure. The
scale of possible values has been uniformly divided into bins of equal size, and all amino acids falling in the same bin
have been assigned the same symbol.
We start our analysis using ω = 4. The aggregate measure of total number of points already reveals remarkable
differences among our strings. In the top-left chart of Fig. 2, the dataset seems to be divided into three groups: in fact,
Constant, Periodic, Block and QPeriodic have a markedly lower number of points than Random, while Champ, Erdos and
Protein show much higher values; pi and φ are indistinguishable from Random, and this seems to fall in line with the
fact that these sequences have been known to pass statistical tests for randomness. The more detailed graphs displayed in
the same figure make this classification even stronger, and show that φ has less special and normal points than Random;
even pi appears to be different from Random when special and antispecial points are taken into account, although these
differences are small. Based on these charts, we might partition the dataset into the three groups: (Constant, Periodic,
Block, QPeriodic), (Random, pi , φ), (Champ, Erdos, Protein). Similar conclusions may be drawn from counting the number
of arcs: in this case, φ displays a smaller number of external arcs than Random, and Erdos a significantly greater number of
arcs than Champ and Protein.
The correlation between label and dimensionality in points reveals further structure: zooming into the bars of Fig. 2,
strong differences appear in thematrices traced by different strings, as displayed in Figs. 3 and 4. In these and all subsequent
figures, different numbers are represented by different levels of intensity, increasing from dark to bright; intensity is re-
scaled in eachmap to encompass each specific range of variation, so that the same intensity can be associated with different
numbers in different matrices. As expected, the graph of Constant spans all subspaces, since it consists of a series of nodes
with unitary fan-out, with each node in a different subspace; here all points are special, since the support undergoes a unit
decreasewith each extension. By inspecting the numerical values (not displayed here) in thematrices of Periodic, one could
see that each suffix graph consists of 20 filaments of 10 points each (disregarding border effects), and that each filament has
exactly one special point, 3 normal points and 6 antispecial points. A regular pattern appears also in Block and, notably, in
QPeriodic, even though the latter has been generated by a random process. Random, pi and φ exhibit still a similar pattern,
but differences in particular cells can be identified in the matrices of special points. The patterns of Champ and Erdos turn
out to be completely different from each other and from those of all other strings, exhibiting each a peculiar texture. Protein
is clearly different from all other strings, too, and it shows some similarities with Erdos. Similar phenomena are observed in
the plots pertaining to the total number of points embedded in each dimensionality: in Fig. 5, to limit clutter, the curves of
QPeriodic (a decreasing trend tending towards Periodic) and Block (approximately constant around 103) are not displayed,
and Periodic and Constant are just sketched. Finally, the distribution of points over labels, the number of external arcs that
connect subspaces of different dimensionality, and most of the measures on arcs support the classification proposed at the
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Fig. 2. Total number of points in the strings of the dataset.
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Fig. 3. Total number of points having a given label (rows) and a given dimensionality (columns).
beginning by exposing similarities within each group andmarked differences among groups. In fact, the pattern of eachmap
could be taken as a distinctive signature of the corresponding string.
Some interesting additional information is contributed by the associativemeasures. Uponplotting the number of directed
arcs between each pair of symbols (Fig. 6), Periodic, Block and Champ display sharp diagonal bands; QPeriodic appears
to be organized in a highly-ordered checkerboard, despite the randomness of the process that has generated it; Erdos and
Proteindisplay a clear horizontal band in the top part of theirmatrices; on the other hand, no differences seem to distinguish
Random, pi and φ among each other. We obtain a similar partition if we plot the number of points having a given label and
a given fan-out, the number of points having any pair of symbols in their fan-out, and if we analyze the number of external
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Fig. 4. Number of special points having a given label (rows) and a given dimensionality (columns).
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Fig. 5. Total number of points embedded in subspaces of a given dimensionality.
arcs having label b and departing from a point with label a. Notably, in the latter case both pi and φ display a pattern that is
clearly different from Random (Fig. 7). Also these maps thus support the proposed classification, but they also expose some
degree of similarity between Champ and the class of Periodic, as well as some fundamental differences between this class
and QPeriodic.
A thorough description of the effects of ω on our measures is omitted due to space limitations. Our results in the range
2 ≤ ω ≤ 8 showmaps similar to those just described. The differences among strings tend to vanish asω is decreased; on the
other hand, when ω is increased, the pattern of connectivity between symbols and the distribution of special points (Fig. 8)
seem to enhance the distinctions among pi , φ and Random. Furthermore, for large ω the Euclidean distance of points from
the origin of the space starts to reveal regular, differentiated profiles, as exemplified in Fig. 9. In that figure, the horizontal
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Fig. 6. Number of arcs connecting each pair of symbols (rows: source symbol; columns: destination symbol).
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Fig. 7. Number of external arcs with label b (columns) departing from points with label a (rows).
axis corresponds to the interval [0, 200] divided into bins of length 0.2, and the number of points of which the distance falls
into each bin is plotted as a vertical bar.
It is interesting to observe that, for ω = 2, the total number of points in Periodic, Block and QPeriodic exceeds those
in Random and is comparable to those in Champ; in turn, the points in Champ become significantly smaller than that in
Erdos and Protein. Bar charts similar to Fig. 2 agree with the proposed classification, but they further expose differences
between Constant and the other simple strings in its class. At ω = 8 (Fig. 10), Champ is still smaller than Erdos and
Protein, but the group of Random, pi and φ displays a total number of points and arcs that is larger than Champ, Constant,
Periodic and Block. Now QPeriodic can be separated from the other simple strings, since it assumes values that are more
similar to Random than to those of its own group. Notably, pi exhibits the largest values of its group, and surpasses Champ.
These changes highlight that ω plays a key role in determining the total number of points in the space, but does not induce
significant alterations in the structure of the matrices.
6. Concluding remarks
Unlike substrings, of which at most Θ(n2) distinct ones can be counted in a host string of n characters, subsequences
will typically grow exponentially in n, since most any short string can be expected to occur as a subsequence of a long one.
Therefore, whereas the vocabulary of all substrings of a string may be expected to retain a strong dependency on the linear
composition of its host, the compilation of all subsequences present in a string and their count may be a vacuous exercise
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Fig. 9. ω = 8. Total number of points at a given distance from the origin of the suffix space.
untilwe add some constraints tomake itmeaningful. A natural constraint consists of forcing a bound on the hiatus or interval
of positions that separate one character in a subsequence from the next.
In this paper, we have introduced and studied subsequences constrained in this way and tested them as a measure of
the amount of structure contained in strings. Upon imposing saturation conditions akin to those adopted in, e.g., [15], we
have examined representation and behavior of our constrained subsequences and checked their ability to characterize and
distinguish among strings. Although cumulative and coarse in their nature, the aggregate measures used in our study seem
to display identifiable ‘‘signatures’’ for the strings we examined. Perhaps the strongest regularities appear in connection
with associative measures, however, no single parameter claims an overwhelming role in measuring structure, the latter
being somehow encoded in the large-scale topology of the suffix graphs. Of course one natural question is whether suffix
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graphs with their properties may assist in identifying structural regularities in domains like molecular biology, where the
relationship between primary sequences and chemical function are still obscure. In this domain, the ability to pin-point
spaced characters inherent to subsequences may prove superior descriptors than solid strings. At an even more basic level,
whether and how the primary sequence of a protein differs from a ‘‘random’’ string is a long standing issue (see, e.g., [9,16]),
and although we have not meant to address it in the present paper, the issue appears to offer an interesting test-bed for the
notions and techniques described herein.
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